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LESSON SUMMARY: 
Harriet’s life was a fight for freedom. She used courage to gain her 
freedom, then worked to set others free and joined the fight for women’s 
equality. This box is intended to inspire girls to be courageous with their 
lives, to take risks and to help one another. 
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FAC I L I TAT O R ' S  G U I D E 

S E C T I O N  1

PREP
READING

H A R R I E T  T U B M A N

Harriet Tubman is the slave who 
most of us remember learning 
about in childhood. I remember 
reading about her in the fourth 
grade in “Harriet Tubman and The 
Underground Railroad.” I remember 
the description of her escape and 
her journey to freedom. I recall 
reading how the only thing she  
had to eat was “waterlogged 
bread.” I reread that sentence 
several times and, as a 10-year- 
old girl, I remember tearing up in 
fear because I didn’t want her to  
get caught. I wanted her to make it 
to safety, to become small and hide.

But Harriet didn’t hide – nor did 
she stay small. In fact, she kept 
going back into danger to free more 
slaves, risking her life for the lives  
of others again and again. The story 
of her life is one long walk filled with 
many empowerment opportunities 
for girls to learn about. Her story 

has everything to offer today’s  
girls. Every lesson they need to  
learn can be found in Harriet’s  
story. It’s almost doing her a 
disservice by choosing to  
highlight only her courage. 

Now let me offer a disclaimer  
here by saying the following 
thoughts are my theory on Harriet 
Tubman: after researching her,  
I have come to the conclusion that 
Harriet was all-encompassing: 
a confident leader; a clear 
communicator; a servant; and, 
above all, brave beyond measure.

There was something innate in 
Harriet that made her a valiant 
servant. Perhaps that comes when 
you are born into a world where  
you are not seen as a person. Maybe 
that situation makes you empathetic 
to others, so you strive to make sure 
they know their value. After all, 

C H A P T E R  1 :

WHY HARRIET TUBMAN?
Introductory thoughts from Grace & Grit founder, Heather E. Stark
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Harriet freed more than 300 slaves. 
I imagine every time she started 
back into slavery territory she must 
have been scared. Perhaps she 
wondered if this would be the time 
she would be caught. 

BUT SHE FACED 
THOSE FEARS WITH 
DETERMINATION. 

She believed in her mission of 
freeing others from oppression.

Think about this: Following the 
North Star, Harriet traveled with  
the slaves at night; she had to 
trust that her instincts would tell  
her which way to go. How many  
of us really understand what it 
means to “follow the North Star?” 
She had to believe in herself and 
trust in her ability to lead the slaves 
to freedom. Not only that, but she 
had to be able to calm herself  
and others if emotions ran high –  
if there was a tense situation, or  
if disagreements emerged while  
the slaves made their way through 
the Underground Railroad. She  
was the leader on that long  
road to freedom. 

C H A P T E R  1 :

WHY HARRIET TUBMAN?
Introductory thoughts from Grace & Grit founder, Heather E. Stark

Lastly, her communication to the 
other slaves had to be precise. 
She would have to be quiet when 
talking with them and her actions 
had to be swift and clear. There 
could be no confusion while trying 
to escape from slavery. To free that 
many people from oppression, you 
had to know what to say and when 
to say it: a quality that escapes 
many people nowadays.

Furthermore, Harriet became a 
spy during the Civil War and a  
voice for women in the arena of 
equal rights. She was invited to 
speak at conventions held for 
women’s suffrage. No, she didn’t  

stay small and safe. She just didn’t 
stop pushing at the limits society 
tried to use to cage her in. She 
fought hard to be empowered  
and to empower others.

Valuing Harriet Tubman’s story 
gives our leaders of tomorrow a 
head start on developing a well-
rounded personality, an advantage 
in gaining empowerment. Harriet 
was the real deal – and it all started 
with a long walk to freedom, leaving 
us with an even longer list of reasons 
to learn about her.
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C H A P T E R  2 :

THE JOURNEY OF HARRIET 
TUBMAN'S LIFE

Harriet’s life is well-documented. 
Her story is so inspiring that it  
seems as though researchers, 
journalists and historians want 
every detail recorded to clearly 
understand Harriet’s life and her 
motivations. She was more than 
a slave, more than an activist; 
she was a life lived in full view –  
a powerful lesson in courage and in 
dedicating oneself to serving others.

1820: Harriet Tubman is born in 
Dorchester County, Maryland, 
on the Edward Brodess Plantation.  
Her parents, Harriet “Rit” Green  
and Ben Ross, are slaves owned  
by two different people. Her birth 
name is Araminta “Minty” Ross.

1825: At age 5, Harriet is hired out 
by her owner as a nursemaid to look 

after the baby. She could expect  
to be violently beaten whenever  
her infant charge cried. 

1833: Harriet is injured when she is 
hit with a heavy metal object aimed 
at another slave. This accident 
leaves her with seizures and vivid 
dreams, and she believes she is 
able to hear God’s voice.

1844: Harriet weds John Tubman,  
a free black man. 

1849: After the death of the 
plantation owner and seeing three 
of her sisters sold, Harriet and her 
two brothers decide to escape  
to freedom. (Her brothers, however, 
get scared and return to slavery.) 
Harriet travels 90 miles via the 
Underground Railroad – a network 
of abolitionists providing food 

and shelter – to the free state 
of Pennsylvania. It is here that 
she changes her name to 
Harriet Tubman.

1850: Harriet makes her first  
journey to free slaves upon learning 
her niece, Kessiah, and her children 
are about to be sold. Hatching a 
plan of escape with Kessiah’s freed 
husband, John Bowley, Harriet meets 
the family in Baltimore and guides 
them to freedom.

1851: Harriet returns for her 
husband, John, but he now is 
married to another woman and 
refuses to follow her. Because of 
laws enacted to punish those who 
helped to free slaves, Harriet moves 
the Underground Railroad’s base 
to the city of  St. Catharines in 

Ontario, Canada, where it 
will remain for the next six years. 
Fellow abolitionists affectionately 
dubbed Harriet “General Tubman” 
and  “Moses” – the latter obviously 
referring to her leading her people 
to freedom. During this time and in 
all of her travels, Harriet never loses 
even one slave.

1859: Abolitionist and US Senator 
William H. Seward sells Harriet some 
land in Auburn, New York, for $1,200. 
It becomes her home for the rest 
of her life.

1860: Harriet’s last journey 
South to free a slave is an effort to 
emancipate her sister. Upon arriving 
and learning her sister has died, 
Harriet instead takes another 
family to freedom.
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1861: At the onset of the Civil War, 
Harriet works as a cook and a nurse 
in South Carolina and Florida. 
She also helps recruit slaves to 
fight against the South, eventually 
becoming a spy and scout for Col. 
James Montgomery.

1863: Harriet is the first woman 
ever to lead an armed military 
attack during the Combahee 
River Raid, resulting in the freeing 
of 700 slaves. Later this year 
President Lincoln would deliver the 
Emancipation Proclamation, freeing 
all slaves in the Confederacy. 

1865: Harriet returns home to 
Auburn, New York.

1869: Harriet marries Nelson Davis, 
a man 22 years her junior.

1874: Harriet and Nelson adopt  
a baby girl named Gertie.

1888: Nelson dies. 

1898: Harriet becomes active in 
the Woman Suffrage Movement, 
delivering speeches in Boston, 
New York and Washington. Later 
this year, she undergoes brain 
surgery – hoping to alleviate 
sleeplessness and other 

C H A P T E R  2 :

THE JOURNEY OF HARRIET 
TUBMAN'S LIFE

problems suffered from a  
childhood injury. She refuses 
anesthesia and instead chews on  
a bullet as she had seen soldiers  
do during Civil War amputations.

1903: Harriet donates her property 
to the African Methodist Episcopal 
Zion Church in Auburn, with 
instructions that it be turned into 
a home for the “aged and indigent 
colored people.”

1913: Harriet dies of pneumonia  
at the age of 93. She is buried  
at Fort Hill Cemetery in Auburn,  
New York, with full military honors.  

THERE IS NOT ONE 
OUNCE OF HARRIET’S 
STORY THAT ISN’T 
DRIPPING WITH 
COURAGE AND 
ACTIVISM FOR 
OTHERS. 

She was tough and loving, 
courageous and confident,  
full of grace and grit.
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C H A P T E R  3 :

CHARACTER TRAIT: COURAGE

What comes first, courage or 
confidence? Regardless of the 
answer, they tend to go hand in 
hand. One cannot happen without 
the other. Take Harriet Tubman: 
she was confident and had 
courage. Or she was courageous 
and had confidence.

Courage requires confidence, 
grit, and maybe even a little sass. 
It doesn’t happen in the absence 
of fear but, rather, in spite of it. 
Courage is the shield allowing one 
to face her fears head on, whatever 
they may be. Courage is important 
to today’s girls because it empowers 
them to be their authentic selves. 
There always is pressure to conform 
to others’ views – and courage is the 
road that bypasses peer pressure.

Growing up is full of fearful 
situations: making mistakes in 
front of others, not belonging, 
being ridiculed. 

COURAGE EQUIPS 
GIRLS TO STAND 
UP TO BULLYING 
BEHAVIORS AND 
ALSO TO TAKE ON 
EXTRACURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES AND 
LEADERSHIP 
POSITIONS 
IN SCHOOL. 

Courage is the tool a girl will use 
when times are unstable at home, 
when she learns to drive, advances 
from elementary school to middle 
school, graduates high school and 
goes off to college. The list goes on 
and on. While parents, teachers and 
important role models in a girl’s life 
can’t remove those fears, they can 
help girls become courageous in 
their pursuit of an empowered life. 
Courage is the push all girls need  
to keep moving forward in life. 

While Harriet Tubman’s courage was 
loud, it is vital for girls to remember 
that small acts of courage are just  
as important as the bigger ones. 
Trying out for the school musical 
when you are nervous or sharing 
opinions you know to be different 
from others’ views may not be the 

same thing as risking your life to 
emancipate others, but these things 
still require courage. These small 
acts are important because they 
allow girls to empower themselves 
– and, in the process, to empower 
other girls by letting them know it is 
okay to stand up for a belief, sing  
out for a purpose, or reach out to 
help someone in need. 

Courage is self-fulfilling 
empowerment. When a girl is 
courageous with her life, she starts 
to understand that she is in charge 
and she must own her life and 
her choices. This is an emotional-
development milestone and an act 
of maturity – an important lesson 
that every person must learn as  
she grows from childhood to teen 
years to adulthood. 
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ILLUSTRATED PORTRAIT
Harriet’s portrait is the epitome  
of the theme “light versus dark.”  
She is dressed in calming blue,  
her face is relaxed and she holds 
a lantern. One can almost imagine 
her appearing out of the trees, 
revealing her presence to the slaves 
whom she will lead to freedom. Her 
calm demeanor must help to take 
the edge off their anxiety during  
the harrowing journey.

WORKBOOK
Harriet Tubman fills an important 
space in history as a strong, 
courageous woman of color who 
risked her life to free other slaves. 
While she was dedicated to 

emancipating those in bondage,  
she also served as a spy during  
the Civil War and worked for 
women’s rights. Though she  
could neither read nor write,  
she said many profound things 
over her lifetime. The story in 
the workbook concentrates on 
her courage as she traveled the 
Underground Railroad, giving 
insight to how effective courage  
can be – even in small endeavors. 

The theme of the activities are 
activism- and courage-based,  
with emphasis on attempting  
goals for oneself and others  
even when fear is present.  
Learning how to walk through 

C H A P T E R  4 :

LEARNING MATERIALS

fear not only is bravery but also 
confidence – believing in the  
ability to conquer one’s fear. 

PLAY-IT-FORWARD CARDS
The Play-It-Forward Cards are  
all designed to inspire girls to  
look for courage in the community. 
Whether it is thanking a member  
of the military for her or his  
service, appreciating another  
girl for being courageous or  
simply letting someone know  
you noticed their courage, these 
cards are designed to recognize  
and celebrate this important  
character trait. Courage is 
empowerment and confidence.

BOX SETS ALSO INCLUDE

CHARM
Harriet’s charm is the North Star – 
reminding today’s girls to keep 
reaching forward, keep moving, 
keep being courageous.

NECKLACE
Harriet’s accessory is a necklace 
with a lantern on it. It is a reminder 
to be the light when things get dark. 
Light always conquers the dark; it 
doesn’t pause or act timid. When  
it is time to dispel the darkness 
– to find the courage needed to 
accomplish something – girls  
need to let their lights shine.
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FAC I L I TAT O R ' S  G U I D E 

 

S E C T I O N  2

GROUP
ACTIVITY 

GUIDE
H A R R I E T  T U B M A N

INSTRUCTIONS

Hand out the materials to the girls, 
allowing them to open and spend 
some time going through the items 
independently. If they have a box set, 
invite them to try on the accessory  
or add the charm to the bracelet. 

Give them time to satisfy their curiosity so they can focus on the lesson  
once you begin. After a few minutes, bring their attention back to you  
and go through each item found in the lesson. 

The following pages provide you with guidance to get the girls thinking  
and discussing the topics related to the lesson. Use the discussion  
questions to the extent time allows.

Consider using a whiteboard to note responses, comments and ideas  
from the group as you go along.
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IINSTRUCTIONS

Direct the girls to the portrait and use it as your focal point.

 

QUESTIONS

+ What do you already know about Harriet?

+ What is the significance of the lantern?

+ What do you think Harriet is looking at?

+ Describe the look on Harriet’s face. (Calm, wise, caring, etc.)

ILLUSTRATED PORTRAIT
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WORKBOOK READING

HAVE THE GIRLS  
OPEN UP THE  

WORKBOOKS AND 
INVITE THEM TO TAKE 

TURNS READING 
A PARAGRAPH.

INSTRUCTIONS

+  Ask the girls: What do you think the quote  
on the cover of the workbook means?

+  Read the story in the workbook, pausing  
before the activities. Then use the suggested  
questions that deepen the discussion and  
check for comprehension.
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WORKBOOK READING

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

+  Can you imagine what it would be like to have to take care of a baby  
at 5 years old?

+ What was Harriet’s first act of courage?

+ Do you think you could walk 90 miles on foot by yourself for freedom?

+ Do you think Harriet ever got scared?

+  What do you think she said to herself to keep calm if she did get scared?

+ Besides courage, what other character traits do you think Harriet had?
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CONTENT DISCOVERY
This section is for use with Grace & Grit box sets. 

INSTRUCTIONS

Have the girls take the necklace and the charm from the box. 
Use each item as you discuss the following questions.  

QUESTIONS

+ What other symbolic meanings could the lantern have besides being   
 used for light at night? (Lighting the path to freedom, or light as a  
 beacon of hope in a dark situation.) 

+ What is the significance of the North Star on the charm? 
 (Harriet followed the North Star when she was leading slaves 
 through the Underground Railroad.) 

+ What does the charm say?

+ Why do you think it says that? 
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WORKBOOK ACTIVITIES

INSTRUCTIONS

Redirect the girls to the activities found 
in the back of their workbook.

The following questions are found in the 
back of the workbooks. They are meant 
to be answered independently by the girls, 
but may be referenced as needed in the lesson.

ACTIVITY 1
+   What is something you feel passionate about? It could  

be aiding an endangered species, helping to end world hunger  
or doing something to support your town or school. Write it down. 
-   Now that you've listed your passions — how can you help?

ACTIVITY 2
+  How does your body feel when you are scared? Maybe your heart races  

or your palms get sweaty. 
+   What do you do to calm yourself when you are scared?  

-  Now ask a trusted female what she does to conquer her fears.

INVITE THE GIRLS 
TO COMPLETE THE 

ACTIVITIES IN 
THE BACK OF THE 
WORKBOOK AND 
DISCUSS THEIR 

ANSWERS. 

ACTIVITY 3
+  Be courageous this week. Can you stand up for someone being treated 

unfairly, or perhaps conquer a fear you have? Write down your experience. 

ACTIVITY 4
+    Go back to last week’s activity. Write about how you felt while you  

were being courageous.

+    Did your courage help you or someone else? How did it make  
life better for you or for others? 
-  Would you do it again?

IF TIME ALLOWS, USE THESE QUESTIONS TO DEEPEN THE DISCUSSION:

+ In your own words, describe what it means to be courageous.

+ Who do you know that is courageous? 

+ Can you be courageous and scared at the same time?

+ Read the quote about fear on the very last page of the workbook.  
 What does that mean to you?
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PLAY-IT-FORWARD CARDS

INSTRUCTIONS

+  Have the girls take out the Play-It-Forward Cards and browse  
through them for a moment.

+ Tell the girls what the Play-It-Forward Cards are and how they  
 are intended to be used with other girls in their daily lives. 

+  Ask for volunteers to read the front and back of one card aloud.  
Ask what that card means to the reader and how she could use  
it in everyday life.

+  If you have a group, remind the girls that, over time, as they choose  
to pass out a card to another girl with positive intent, their names  
will go into a drawing to get the tote bag.
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FAC I L I TAT O R ' S  G U I D E 

S E C T I O N  3

CLOSING 
DISCUSSION

GUIDE

H A R R I E T  T U B M A N

INSTRUCTIONS

As you close the lesson, you are looking  
to spark a conversation about how the 
girls plan to use inspiration from Harriet 
to improve their own lives while also 
helping and supporting other girls. 

The goal is to help them recognize how topics from the lesson apply 
to their own lives in a positive way. Consider using a whiteboard  
to note responses, comments and ideas you hear as you go along.
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CLOSING DISCUSSION GUIDE

QUESTIONS

+ What did you find most interesting about Harriet's story?

+  What are some ways in which you can practice being courageous? 
-  How can you help someone else practice being courageous?

+ What ideas do you have for using the Play-It-Forward Cards?

+ How did this lesson help you?

OPTIONAL:
 

USE THE TIMELINE 
POSTER AS A FOCAL 

POINT FOR OPEN 
DISCUSSION.

NOTES FOR FACILITATOR
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NOTES FOR FACILITATOR NOTES FOR FACILITATOR


